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Jobs was one of the most innovative and influential entrepreneurs of our time. You can find the features of both a large and small businessman in him, and this makes him an example for others. Steve Jobs had a special talent - to anticipate the needs of the market. His search for solutions is sometimes surprising because it was not based on any factors. When Apple needed a patent for its system,
the company did several studies until it was able to prove that it could do business without any infringement. He always knew what Apple products should sell. But Jobs is not an ordinary entrepreneur. He understood his role in creating a business that would simultaneously satisfy the needs of the whole family. â€œWhenever I think I know what the market needs, I donâ€™t,â€� Jobs wrote in his
autobiography. Steve began his vision of success with the development of the very first computer. He studied everything that was possible, and presented the Macintosh computer to the public. Digital technologies have changed the world. After that, Jobs was only concerned with how to produce and sell these very technologies. Thinking outside the box, faith in people and their skills make Steven

Jobs, like other technological geniuses, such a happy person. Jobs can hardly be called an extrovert. He could talk for hours about his projects, and his inventions often surprised even Jobs himself. Apple developer Steve Wozniak called Jobas "the simplest person in the world." â€œHe was the smartest person I've ever talked to, and I can't tell you how much it meant to me,â€� Wozniak said.
Before the invention of the Macintosh, the Jobs computer was so amazing that Apple had to change several names. Then, in 1972, Apple introduced the Macintaso, but soon settled on three variants: Macintaya, Macintist, and then Macintoforce. Eventually, the company went back to the original Apple II again, but in the early 1990s, Apple gave computer manufacturers the opportunity to develop a

new computer. The best option was the Macintostra, which was even named after Jobos. Jobob had a very developed sense of humor. For example, he liked to joke to himself, talking about his addiction to alcohol: "If you don't stop drinking, you will become like me"
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